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BREAKING NEWS: Stacey Abrams has Cynthia's back
Team Wallace [info@cynthiawallaceforcongress.com]

Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2020 6:35 PM

To: Steve Johnston

We have a new member of Team Wallace, Steve: Stacey Abrams!

CHIP IN

Having the support of a fellow Spelman College grad like Stacey Abrams means the
world to Cynthia. This endorsement means Stacey Abrams knows that we have
what it takes to flip NC-09 from red to blue.

This news comes just at the right time as we're one day away from our final
FEC deadline before Election Day, and we still have to raise $1,675 before
midnight on Wednesday. Will you join Stacey Abrams and endorse Cynthia
with a $15 gift today so we can meet our end-of-quarter goal?

If you've saved your payment information with ActBlue Express, your donation will go through immediately:

$10 » $25 »
$50 » $100 »
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$250 » Other »

Stacey's words of support speak to the core of our campaign:

"Cynthia and I both learned at Spelman College that we can make 'A Choice to
Change the World.' Cynthia's campaign to serve the people of NC-09 shows
she's made that choice, too. She will fight so that the people in her district
receive a quality education and have access to affordable health care."

With this latest endorsement, Cynthia is even more powered-up to fight for the
people of North Carolina. Cynthia has a passion for her district that puts both rural
and urban communities' needs first.

But we all know that the Republicans will play dirty to try to keep far-right extremist
Dan Bishop in Congress. From misinformation tactics to voter suppression to flat-out
fraud, they'll stoop as low as they can to silence the voice of the people.

That's why Stacey Abrams is backing Cynthia up all the way to Election Day.

We're so close to the FEC deadline, and Cynthia needs you to step up right
now. Join Stacey Abrams and back Cynthia with a $15 gift right now to close
our $1,675 funding gap.

Let's do this,

Team Wallace

DONATE

Paid for by Cynthia Wallace for Congress

Cynthia Wallace for Congress
PO Box 79096

Charlotte, NC 28271
United States
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